
HUNGER PROJECT 

The children of class 8 C had successfully 

completed  HUNGER PROJECT on 17th of 

October ’15.The purpose of the project was 

to help maximum number of people in need 

by providing them healthy , delicious food 

and take a small step towards fulfilling our 

social responsibility. Firstly, the class was 

divided into different committees to 

organize the work and involve all children . 

 

The committee were: 

1) Money/ food items collection 

2) Chopping and cooking  

3) Distribution  

4) Photography committee  

5) Cleaning utensils committee. 

6) Report writing committee 

 

The money and food item collection committee 

started by understanding how much and what all is required. Lists were made and things required 

organized by two in days in advance. Cooking &chopping team started their work a day before by 

soaking white Chana and chopping onions , 

ginger etc. so that sir can help in preparing 

the masala a day in advance. It wasn’t an 

easy job as while chopping the onions there 

was not a single eye which was dry.  

 

Next day around 8’o clock the cooking 

committee started their work 

again.  Making chole chawal for around a 

100 people wasn’t an easy job so, as the 

cooking committee finished their work .The 

children had to carry the chole in the buckets to wash them in the water cooler. After washing the 

chole was set on the stove for at least 4 to 5 

whistles. Unfortunately , Chandran sir’s hand got 

burnt while he was setting off the pressure 

cooker from the stove .But this did not affect 

Chandran sir’s work, he didn’t show his pain to 

the children because he knew if he did so then 

the children would loose all their hopes and 

wouldn’t be able to prepare the food. After all 

this children didn’t allow Chandran sir to do much 

work. Instead they tried to do as much work as 

they could with the instructions by our teachers.  

After the chole got boiled it was poured in a large container on a bigger stove. After some time the 

aromatic tadka and the mouth-watering spices which would the enhance the rich flavours of the dish , 

were poured into the chole and was set on fire to cook for some time.( by the way ,we learnt  that 



HUNGER PROJECT 

there is  lots of science  behind the whole process of cooking ) 

 

Meanwhile the soaked rice was set on to boil. After so many steps and so much of efforts the dish was 

ready to be served. 

 

Now came the chance of the distribution team. The large utensils filled with delicious food were 

loaded onto the bus. It hardly took 15 

minutes to reach destination, while 

distributing food along the footpaths. It 

gave such a humbling feeling while 

distributing the food that can’t be expressed 

in words. The people in the dharamshala 

brought their utensils which they had to 

take the food with them. Many children 

were greatly moved by looking at the 

pathetic conditions some people were living 

in there. 

After distribution we returned to school and the washing committee started washing the utensils. 

 

 


